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ABSTRACT
Room acoustics can be modeled by simulating the propagation of acoustic energy in the space 
under consideration. Thus, it is possible to formulate a room acoustic rendering equation which 
perfectly describes the time-dependent distribution of the energy. The current room acoustics 
modeling methods can be derived as special cases of this equation. In addition, an acoustic 
radiance  transfer  method  has  been  constructed  for  modeling  the  sound  propagation  in 
environments with arbitrary reflection properties. In other words, specular and diffuse reflections 
are both modeled simultaneously. In addition, diffraction modeling can be added to the method, 
although it is not implemented yet. The method produces time-dependent energy responses for 
a signal emitted from a stationary sound source to each surface element in the modeled space. 
The output of the presented method can be used for computing acoustic parameters or for 
listening the responses in desired listening positions.  Since the energy distribution on each 
surface element  is  known, some visualization techniques,  which can be useful  for  acoustic 
designers, are presented.

INTRODUCTION 
The utilization of room acoustics modeling software has become common in designing spaces 
where the acoustics is a concern. The quality of the predictions depends on several aspects. 
The 3-dimensional computer model must be accurate enough, the materials must be modeled 
properly, and the prediction algorithm must be flawless. Currently, the material representations 
are  quite  simplified  and  the  prediction  algorithms  differ  from  each  other  in  the  way  they 
approach the problem.

There are several geometrical room acoustics modeling techniques. Ray tracing [4] and the 
image source method [2, 3] are the first ones suggested for computer-aided room acoustics 
modeling. These techniques and their hybrids are widely used in commercial room acoustics 
prediction software [4, 5]. The beam tracing algorithms can be seen as optimizations for the 
visibility  computations in the image source method and it  has been successfully  applied in 
efficient computation of early specular reflections [6]. Yet another technique is acoustic radiosity 
[7, 8, 9, 10, 11] which is modeling the diffuse reflections.

These techniques have several things in common, and thus we have been able to formulate an 
equation  which  perfectly  describes  the  sound  propagation  in  a  closed  space,  and  derive 
different techniques as special cases of it [12]. In addition, we derived an acoustic radiance 
transfer method which is able to model arbitrary reflection properties and not only specular or 
diffuse reflections. This technique allows us to trace the energy distribution per surface element. 
Novel visualizations are created by using these energy distributions.

RELATED WORK
The room acoustic rendering equation was first introduced by Siltanen et al.  [12]. The time-
independent form of the equation used with global illumination in computer graphics was given 
by Kajiya [13] and in the modern form it can be written as [14]:
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L xΘ =Le  xΘ ∫ f r x,ΨΘ L y−Ψ  V x,y G x,y dA y         ( Eq. 1 )

where L xΘ   is the outgoing radiance from x  in the direction Θ  and L y−Ψ   is 

the outgoing radiance from y  in the direction −Ψ . Le xΘ   is the emitted radiance from 

point  x  in the direction Θ ,  G x,y   is a geometry term, V x,y   is a visibility term, and 

f r x,ΨΘ   is  a  bidirectional  reflectance  distribution  function.  The  meaning  of  the 
corresponding terms are explained in the context of the time-dependent form presented in the 
next section.

The flexible representation required for  modeling arbitrary reflections can be borrowed from 
computer graphics where bidirectional reflectance distribution functions (BRDFs) [15] are widely 
used. This differs from the common practice of giving only diffusion or scattering coefficients to 
describe the directional distribution of the energy and absorption coefficients to describe the 
energy  losses  in  reflections  [16],  although  with  typical  measurement  setups  the  direction-
dependent reflection properties are actually retrieved [17].

Extending the radiosity method for arbitrary reflections has been done in computer graphics [18, 
19, 20, 21], but adding the time-dependency makes the technique considerably heavier [12].

ROOM ACOUSTIC RENDERING EQUATION
A detailed derivation of the equation can be found in Siltanen et al. [12]. The room acoustics 
rendering equation is

l x',=l0 x', ∫G R x,x',  l x, x'−x∣x'−x∣dx         ( Eq. 2 )

where G∈ℝ3  is the set of all surface points in the enclosure and l x',  is the outgoing 

time-dependent radiance from point x'  in direction   and l0 x',   is the corresponding 

direct radiance from the source. Here the reflection kernel is defined as

R x,x', =V x,x'  ρ  x−x'∣x−x'∣
, ;x'g x,x'  .         ( Eq. 3 )

It  consists of a visibility  term  V x,x'  ,  which is zero if  the path between  x  and  x'  is 

occluded and otherwise one,  bidirectional  reflection distribution function  ρ in ,out ,x'  , 

which determines the portion of the radiance arriving at point x'  from direction in  which is 

reflected to direction out , and the geometry term g x,x'  , which is defined as

g x,x' =[n x ⋅ x'−x
∣x'−x∣] [n x' ⋅ x−x'

∣x−x'∣] S∣x−x'∣

∣x−x'∣2
,         ( Eq. 4 )

where the propagation operator is defined as

Sr I t =e− rα Sr I  t =e
− rα It− rc ,         ( Eq. 5)

where c  is the speed of sound and α  is the air absorption coefficient.

In the case of an area source,  l0  represents the radiance emitted by the surface. For point 

sources, l0  is considered as the primary reflected radiance instead of defining the source as a 

part of the surface geometry to make the analysis more convenient. By denoting the position of 

the  source  by  xs  and  the  time-dependent  intensity  of  outgoing  energy  at  angle    by 

Ps ,t  , the time-dependent irradiance from the source to point x  can be calculated to be

E x =V x,xs
Sx−xsPs  x−x'∣x−x'∣

,t
4π∣x−xs∣

2 [n  x ⋅
xs−x

∣xs−x∣],         ( Eq. 6 )
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giving the point the primary reflected radiance

l0 x, =ρ xs−x∣xs−x∣
,,x V xs−x g0 xs ,x Ps x−xs∣x−xs∣

,t ,         ( Eq. 7 )

where g0  is defined as

g0 xs ,x =[n x ⋅
xs−x

∣xs−x∣]
S∣xs−x∣

4π∣xs−x∣
2
.         ( Eq. 8 )

For an omnidirectional point source emitting a unit impulse, the outgoing energy is defined as 

Ps ,t =δ t  /4π .

GEOMETRICAL ROOM ACOUSTICS MODELING TECHNIQUES AS SPECIAL CASES
The different geometrical room acoustics modeling techniques can be derived as special cases 
of the room acoustics rendering equation.

Image source and beam tracing methods
In the basic image source method as well  as in the simple beam tracing method,  only the 
specular reflections are modeled. Thus, replacing the reflectance distribution fucntion with the 
ideal specular reflectance function yields the image source method. This can be written as

ρspec in ,out ;x = β x 
in⋅n x 

δ in−M out   ,         ( Eq. 9 )

where  δ  is  the  Dirac  delta  function,  M  is  the  mirror  reflection  transformation 

M  ,θ φ = ,θ φ±π  , and the reflection coefficient =β 1−α  for the absorption coefficient α .

Ray tracing
Some ray  tracing  methods  model  only  specular  reflections  [1]  in  which  case  the reflection 
functions are the same as with the image source method. Some other ray tracing algorithms 
trace also non-specular reflections by determining the reflection direction stochastically [22]. In 
this  case  the  reflection  distribution  function  ρ  corresponds  to  the  reflection  probability 

distribution so that a reflection from a ray incident with angle  in  is reflected into direction 

out  with probability ξ ω in ,ωout  , which is the biconical reflectance factor:

ξ ω in ,ωout =
∫∫ ρ in ,out cos θincos θoutdωoutdωin

∫cos θindωin
.         ( Eq. 10 )

Radiosity
The radiosity method can be derived from the room acoustic rendering equation by using a 
diffuse reflectance function

ρdiff x = β x 
π

,         ( Eq. 11)

where β  is the reflectivity coefficient of the material at point x . This simplifies the room 
acoustic rendering equation by omitting the directional dependence:

l x' =l0 x' ∫R x,x'  l x dx ,         ( Eq. 12 )

where the reflection kernel is simplified to

R x,x' =V x,x' g x,x'  β x 
π
.         ( Eq. 13)

In addition, the geometry G  is discretized into elements.

ACOUSTIC RADIANCE TRANSFER METHOD
The acoustic radiance transfer method is described in detail in [12], but a brief explanation is 
given here.
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The initial condition is that the geometry is subdivided into a small number of discrete surface 
elements or patches. The material properties of each patch are represented as a BRDF.

The algorithm consists of three phases, the initial shooting, iterative energy propagation, and 
the final gathering. In the initial shooting the energy from the sound source is shot to all patches 
visible to the source. The energy arriving at each patch can be computed with the equations 
given above. Once the amount and direction of the energy is known, it can be computed how 
much of the energy is to be reflected further. This energy is stored in each patch in directional 
slots. This energy is the undistributed energy of a patch.

In the iterative energy propagation the patch with the highest undistributed energy is chosen. 
Then the energy is shot from the patch's directional slots to every patch visible in the direction of 
each slot. This energy is still stored in the patch, but it is marked distributed. The energy arriving 
at the other patches is stored similarly to the energy received in the initial shooting. The process 
continues with the next patch with the highest undistributed energy, until the total undistributed 
energy in the system falls below a predetermined threshold value.

Now  each  patch  contains  an  energy  response  which  is  the  sum  of  the  distributed  and 
undistributed energies. All the patches which are visible to the listener are found out in the final 
gathering phase, and the energy responses are collected from them and accumulated into the 
listener's perceived energy response.

The acoustic radiance transfer method was evaluated in a realistic test case from which there 
was measurement data available [12]. In the future, the acoustic radiance transfer method could 
be extended to  handle diffraction and we are currently  working on a real-time walkthrough 
system based on this technique.

ENERGY-BASED VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUES
The acoustic  radiance transfer  method produces the time-dependent energy distribution for 
each patch during the iterative propagation phase of the algorithm. These energy distributions 
can be directly used in visualizations. There are several possible visualization strategies. One 
approach is to show the total energy per patch received while the sound is propagating in the 
room. This is helpful in determining whether the sound is evenly distributed.

Since the energy responses are dependent of the direction, the sound energy reflected in the 
direction  of  an  arbitrarily  positioned  listener  can  also  be  modeled.  Thus,  it  is  possible  to 
interactively  move the listener  position and see the intensity  of  the patches change in  the 
visualization while the angle between the listener and patches changes. Figure 1 shows the 
directional responses for different camera, i.e., listener positions in a simple model.

Yet another visualization approach is to model the energy received by each patch during a short 
time  intervals,  e.g.  one  millisecond.  By  showing  consecutive  intervals,  the  sound  energy 
propagation in the room can be examined. The user can adjust the intensity of the colors in 
relation to the sound energy as well as rewind the time backward and forward. The energy can 
be shown in a linear scale, but a logarithmic scale is more natural in the case of acoustic energy 
since the intensity of the color corresponds to the decibel levels of the sound. Figure 2 shows 
how the acoustic energy propagates in a test model consisting of 1216 patches. Only snapshots 
of the visualization can be shown here, but the whole time span modeled by the algorithm are 
available.
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Figure 1. Directionally dependent reflected energy is shown for different camera positions.The 
brightness of patch corresponds to its reflected energy towards the listener.

Figure 2. Propagation of the acoustic energy emitted by the source (the dot in the middle) in a 
model consisting of 1216 patches. A logarithmic scale is used in mapping the energy levels to 
colors.The top left picture represents the situation 5 ms after the source has emitted a signal. 
Snapshots of the energy distribution is shown in 5 ms steps so that the bottom middle picture is 
the situation after 25 ms. The bottom right picture represents the situation when the energy has 
been evenly distributed to the whole model thereby producing a nearly diffuse sound field.
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CONCLUSIONS
A model for acoustic energy propagation is presented in the form of the room acoustic rendering 
equation. Several widely used geometrical room acoustics modeling methods are shown to be 
specializations of this model. The acoustic radiance transfer method is derived from the room 
acoustic rendering equation. The method is an extension of the previous work on the acoustic 
radiosity method and it can handle arbitrary reflections, represented by acoustic BRDFs. The 
visualizations based on the energy distributions computed by the method are expected to give 
added value to the visualizations commonly used in acoustics prediction software. The acoustic 
radiance  transfer  method  has  potential  to  become  an  important  method  to  predict  room 
acoustics.
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